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Evaluating Bikeway Criticisms
Critics argue that Victoria’s bikeway program is inefficient and unfair. This report critically
evaluates their claims. The analysis indicates that many of the critics’ arguments are
inaccurate or greatly exaggerated.
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I want my share of
transport resources
spent on public
transit improvements

I want my share of
transport resources
spent on sidewalks,
crosswalks and traffic
calming

I want my share of
transport resources
spent on roads and
parking facilities

I want my share of
transport resources
spent on bikeways

To be efficient and fair, city streets must serve all users. The majority of Victoria’s street space and transport
funding is currently devoted to serving automobile travel. Bikeways help create streets that serve all users and
help achieve the city’s strategic goals. Critics are wrong to claim that bikeways are wasteful and unfair; they
ensure that everybody can travel safely and receives a fair share of public resources.

Victoria has ambitious targets to increase active travel (walking, bicycling and variants such as
scooters and e-bikes), in order to help achieve many community goals. To do this the City is
developing an All Ages and Abilities (AAA) bikeway network where active modes are prioritized over
cars. Critics argue that this program is wasteful and unfair. This report examines these claims.

Todd Litman  2021

You are welcome and encouraged to copy, distribute, share and excerpt this document and its ideas, provided the author is given
attribution. Please send you corrections, comments and suggestions for improvement.
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Victoria’s bikeway plan will create 32 kilometers of All Ages and Ability (AAA) protected bikeways where
active modes have priority over motor vehicle traffic. This will help the city achieve its transportation targets
and community goals. The bikeway network will represent 12% of Victoria’s road-kilometers and about 3% of
its total street space, which is less than the portion of residents who bicycle or our bicycle mode share targets.
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Summary of Findings


Victoria is building an All Ages and Abilities (AAA) bike network to help achieve various
community goals. Although most residents seem to support this plan there are vocal critics who
argue that bikeways are unnecessary, wasteful, and unfair. These claims are not justified.



Surveys indicate that many people want to bike more, but fear riding on busy streets. Previous
experience shows that bikeways can significantly increase bicycle travel and reduce automobile
traffic, and their costs are usually repaid many times over through vehicle and infrastructure
savings, health and equity gains, plus environmental and economic benefits.



A significant and growing portion of Victoria residents bicycle. In 2017, 7% of total trips were by
bike, with higher rates during peak periods and in the downtown area. Victoria has more adult
bicycles than cars, over a quarter of residents bicycle at least occasionally, and more would do
so if riding conditions improved.



Critics ignore the high costs that vehicle traffic imposes on urban neighborhoods and the large
benefits provided by shifts to active modes. Because of their large size, speed and risk, urban
automobile travel typically imposes more than ten times the infrastructure, crash and
environmental costs as bicycle travel.



Critics exaggerate negative impacts and ignore many potential benefits. Bikeways slow
automobile travel far less than critics claim, and by shifting travel to active modes they reduce
traffic problems and provide other benefits. For example, critics cite estimates that the
Richardson bikeway will add 5-7 minutes for Oak Bay to downtown car trips but that is already
slower than other roads so rational motorists will shift route. Actual delays and detours will be
small and offset by mode shifts. Extensive research indicates that residents in walkable and
bikeable neighborhoods are safer, healthier and happier, and spend less on transportation. An
honest appraisal considers all of these impacts.



Critics are wrong to claim that Victoria’s bikeway investments are excessive and unfair. Bikeways
use about 3% of road space, compared with 35% devoted to car parking and 38% devoted to
arterial traffic lanes. Less than 7% of regional road spending and less than 2% of total road and
parking spending is devoted to bicycle facilities. This is far less than the portion of residents who
currently bicycle or our mode share targets. In contrast, more than 90% of Victoria’s road space
and transport spending is devoted to automobile facilities, larger than auto’s 63% mode share.
Overall, bicyclists subsidize motorists and Victoria residents subsidize out-of-town car trips.



To be efficient and equitable, transportation planning should favor affordable, healthy and
resource-efficient modes over expensive, dangerous and resource-intensive modes. Our current
transport system fails to do this, which increases costs to users and communities.



Twice as many suburban motorists drive to Victoria as Victorians drive to suburban
communities, so Victoria residents subsidize non-residents’ road and parking costs.



Some selfish motorists might prefer that roadway planning continue to favor automobile traffic,
but people who bicycle, or want better riding conditions to allow themselves, family members
or friends to bicycle more, or who want Victoria to become more affordable, healthy, equitable,
livable, and environmentally responsible have good reasons to support Victoria’s bikeway plan.
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Introduction
Should Victoria give more priority to active modes (walking, bicycling and variants such as wheelchairs,
scooters and e-bikes) in roadway planning and funding? That’s an important and timely question. For
the last century, our streets have been designed primarily to accommodate automobile travel. More
multimodal planning can better accommodate diverse users and uses, including vulnerable road users
such as people with disabilities, child bicyclists,
Table 1
Comparing Planning Goals
puppies on leashes, plus nearby residents and
Old Goals
New Goals
businesses.1 There are many reasons to do this.
 Affordability

Many urban residents want less vehicle traffic in
 Infrastructure savings
their neighborhoods, and more active travel in
 Mobility for non-drivers
order to achieve new planning goals including
 Maximize traffic speed
 Public health & safety
affordability, road and parking cost savings,
 Reducing crash rates
 Environmental quality
more independent mobility for non-drivers,
Older
transportation
planning
considered
a limited set of
better public health and safety, and reduced
goals. Modern planning recognizes additional goals, which
pollution and habitat loss (Table 1). Investing in
bikeway critics generally ignore.
active travel ensures that everybody, including
non-drivers, receives their fair share of public investments. Many jurisdictions have ambitious targets to
increase active travel, as summarized below.
Box 1

Active Mode Share Targets2



Victoria: Increase active mode shares to 55% and transit mode shares to 25% by 2050.



Saanich: Increase active mode shares from 11% to 22% by 2036, and 30% by 2050.



CRD: Increase walking and bicycling modes share to 30% region-wide and 50% in denser areas by 2038.



British Columbia: Double active mode shares by 2030.



Vancouver: Increase active and public transport shares to 66% by 2040, and reduce vehicle travel 20%.



California: Increase walking, bicycling and transit mode shares, and reduce per capita vehicle travel 15%.



Washington State: reduce per capita vehicle travel 30% by 2035 and 50% by 2050.



Paris: Convert half of its on-street parking spaces into walking and bicycling facilities and greenspace.

To help reach these targets Victoria hired Gehl Associates, a world renowned planning firm, to develop a
strategic bike network plan.3 After extensive public engagement the plan was approved. It includes 32
kilometers of All Ages and Abilities (AAA) bikeways. There is evidence that Victoria’s bikeways have
already increased cycling activity and residents appear to support this plan,4 but there are vocal critics
who complain that bikeways are wasteful and unfair.5 This report examines these criticisms. It should be
of interest to anybody who wants to better understand bikeway benefits, costs and equity impacts.
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Principles for Efficient and Equitable Transportation Planning
Critics claim that bikeway investments are wasteful and unfair, but seldom explain exactly why. Let’s
consider some basic principles for evaluating transportation planning efficiency and equity.


Consumer sovereignty means that planning responds to user demands, including latent bicycle trips
that people would only make if riding conditions improved. If demand for bicycling is growing,
responsive planning invests more in bike facilities.



Horizontal equity means that similar people are treated similarly, so planning should ensure that
each person receives a similar share of resources. For example, if 7% of trips are by bicycle, equitable
planning should invest about 7% of money and road space in bicycle facilities.



Vertical equity means that resources are allocated to favor disadvantaged groups, particularly if this
helps correct past inequities or to improve long-term opportunities. For example, if people with
disabilities or low income rely more than average on bicycling, if previous planning underinvested in
bicycling, or if bicycling improvements raise disadvantaged groups’ long-term economic prospects by
increasing access to education and jobs, it deserves additional support for vertical equity sake.



Economic efficiency means that higher value trips are prioritized over lower value trips, and
resource-efficient modes are prioritized over resource-intensive trips. For example, where road
space is limited, priority should be given to freight and service vehicles, because of their high value
loads, and to buses, rideshare vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians, because of their space efficiency.



Cost efficiency means that resource investments provide the maximum benefits per dollar spent.
This means that if bicycle facilities cost less per kilometer of travel planning should prioritize bicycle
facilities over automobile facilities.



Strategic consistency requires that individual planning decisions support long-term community
goals. For example, if Victoria has goals to increase affordability, reduce congestion, increase
mobility options for non-drivers, improve public health and safety, improve community livability, or
reduce noise and air pollution, planning decisions should reflect those goals.

Victoria’s bikeway investments reflect many of these principles; they can help increase efficiency and
achieve social equity goals. Critics sometimes claim that bicycling is less important than automobile
travel with statements such as, “bike lanes are an obstacle to commuters,” and by suggesting that most
bicyclists are affluent recreational riders (“middle-age men in lycra”) but such statements only make
sense if all commuters drive and never bicycle, and if bikeways prevented all motor vehicle travel. They
don’t. Bikeways may slow some car trips but improve other travel, so their overall impacts depend on
these trade-offs.
Selfish motorists might prefer that roadway planning continue to favor automobile travel, but people
who want to bicycle themselves, want better conditions for family members and friends who bicycle, or
who want Victoria to become more affordable, healthy, equitable, livable and environmentally
responsible have good reasons to support more bikeway investments.
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Why Build Bikeways?
There are many good reasons to improve and encourage bicycling. Bicycling is the most affordable and
efficient travel option for many trips. It is three times faster than walking, giving bicyclists convenient
access to most local destinations. It is very affordable; bicycling has about 1/20th the users costs, 1/10th the
road and parking facility costs, imposes far less congestion and pollution than automobile travel. It is also
healthy and enjoyable.6 The table below summarizes these benefits.
Table 2

Bicycling Benefits7

Improved Bicycling
Conditions

More Bicycle Travel

 Improved user
convenience, comfort
and safety

 User enjoyment

 More independent
mobility for non-drivers

 More local economic
activity

 Option value
 Higher property values
 Improved public realm
(more attractive
streets)

Reduced Automobile
Travel
 Reduced traffic
congestion

 Improved public fitness
and health

 Road and parking facility
cost savings

 Increased community
cohesion (positive
interactions among
neighbors)

 Improved accessibility,
particularly for nondrivers
 Reduced sprawl costs

 Consumer savings

 Infrastructure savings

 Reduced chauffeuring
burdens

 Openspace
preservation

 Increased traffic safety

 More livable
communities

 Energy conservation and
emission reductions

 Reduced local crime

More Compact
Communities

 Higher property values

Bicycling can provide many benefits, particularly if it reduces auto travel and creates compact communities.

Of course, active modes are unsuitable for some trips, but given support it can replace many that are
currently made by automobile.8 About a quarter of personal trips are less than one mile and more than
half are less than five miles in length, making them suitable for active modes.9 One major study, A Global
High Shift Cycling Scenario, estimated that improving urban bicycling conditions could increase bike and
e-bike mode shares up to 17% in 2030 and 22% in 2050.10 This will require bikeways that serve all types
of bicyclists, as illustrated below. These facilities tend to significantly increase active travel.11
Figure 1

Bicyclist User Profiles12
In most communities 10-15% of
residents are confident bicycling
on all types of roads. A larger
portion would like to bicycle but
require low-stress riding
conditions. Victoria’s bike network
is intended to serve these
“interested but concerned” riders.
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Evaluating Criticisms
This section evaluates specific bikeway program criticisms.

Bicycling is Unimportant
Critics often assume that bicycling is unimportant. For example, a recent newspaper letter, “Richardson
Bike Lane an Obstacle for Commuters,”13 implied that motorists are commuters, and therefore
important, while bicyclists are not. Bicyclists are often described as a “special interest group” while
motorists are described as “regular people.” In fact, a significant and growing portion of Victoria’s
population bicycle, often for commuting and other utilitarian trips. In 2017, 7% of Victoria trips, 11% of
peak period trips, and 13% of downtown peak trips, were by bicycle. Bicycle trips increased after recent
bikeways were completed, so bike mode shares are probably higher now than shown below.14

Non-Auto Mode Shares

Figure 2
50%
40%

Mode Shares (2017 CRD Origin-Destination Study)
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In 2017, 7% of
total trips and
11% of peakperiod trips in
Victoria were by
bicycle. These
shares have
probably
increased since.

Downtown Downtown
Total
AM Peak

Of course, most people use multiple modes. 90% of Victoria residents use active modes and there are
more adult bicycles than cars in our city,15 most
Figure 3 Active Commute Shares (Canada Census)
households have members who rely on non-auto
modes,16 and surveys indicate that many motorists
want to drive less and use active modes more,
provided that they are safe and convenient to use.17
This suggests that at least a quarter of Victoria
residents bicycle now and more will do so once the
network is complete. As a result, most Victoria
households benefit directly from bikeways, and all
households benefit indirectly from the traffic
reductions they provide. Many lower-income
travellers rely on active modes, as shown in the
figure to the right, indicating that bikeways help
Many lower income commuter walk and bike to work.
increase affordability and economic opportunity.18
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Bikeways are a Solution Looking for a Problem
Critics argue that our streets already accommodate bicycles. Bicyclists are allowed to ride on most
streets, drivers usually observe traffic rules, and Victoria has normal traffic crash rates. Why do more to
accommodate bicycling?
But current street designs do create significant risks and obstacles to bicycling. Between 2015 and 2019,
10% of Victoria traffic casualties were bicyclists, which is about three times their portion of kilometers
travelled.19 The default urban speed limit is 50 kilometers per hour (kph), even on residential streets,20
and motorists often exceed these limits. This is far faster than is safe and comfortable for most
bicyclists. According to the provincial Road Safety Toolkit, traffic speeds over 30 kph significantly
increase crash frequency and severity, particularly for young children.21 One major British study found
that, after 20 mph (32 kph) speed limits were introduced in urban neighborhoods, total collisions and
casualties declined 42%, with larger reductions (about 50%) in children under 15 years.22
These risks and discomfort discourage many people from walking and bicycling as much as they want,
called the barrier effect.23 In the past, these problems were ignored. Transportation engineers designed
roads to maximize traffic speeds, even if that reduced active travel and increased automobile travel.24
However, communities increasingly recognize the problems caused by excessive vehicle traffic and the
benefits of walking and bicycling. Although some bicyclists are rightfully proud of their ability to ride in
busy traffic, they are a minority; other people require bikeways.
Critics are in denial when they claim that there is no problem; many potential bicycle trips are foregone
because of inadequate facilities. Victoria’s bikeway network will allow a much larger portion of travellers
to bicycle, estimated at about half our population.

Bikeways are Ineffective and Wasteful
Critics claim that bikeways provide few benefits. However, experience here and elsewhere show that
bikeways increase bicyclist safety and comfort,25 increase bicycle travel,26 reduce car travel and reduce
total crash rates, an effect called “safety in numbers.”27 All road users become safer if their neighbors
drive less and rely more on active modes, which reduces their chance of being injured by another
driver’s errors.28 Many traffic safety strategies, such as graduated licenses and anti-impaired driving
campaigns, attempt to reduce higher-risk driving; improving active travel helps make that possible, for
example, by allowing youths (a high risk category) to bicycle rather than drive, making everybody safer.
There are many bikeway success stories.29 In our region, bike traffic increases after protected bike lanes
are completed.30 The FHWA’s Nonmotorized Transportation Pilot Program, which invested about $100
per capita on pedestrian and cycling improvements in four typical U.S. communities (Columbia,
Missouri; Marin County, Calif.; Minneapolis area, Minnesota; and Sheboygan County, Wisconsin),
increased walking trips 23% and bicycling trips 48%, reduced driving about 3%, while reducing
pedestrian and bicycle crash rates.
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Bikeways generally repay their costs through user
savings, roadway cost savings, plus safety, health
and environmental benefits. A typical motorist
spends $5,000 annually per vehicle, and
businesses spend about $2,000 annually for a
downtown parking space, so Victoria’s bikeways
repay their costs if they allow households to shed
about 1% of vehicles or reduce 10% of downtown
car trips,31 or if they attract more customers,
visitors and residents to our city, which increases
business activity and tax revenue. If Victoria
achieves its target to double bicycle mode shares
and reduce automobile trips by the same
amount, Victoria will have 40,000 to 50,000 fewer
daily car trips, providing travellers, businesses
and governments with many millions of dollars in
annual savings and benefits.32

Figure 4
As Cities Add Bike Lanes, Cycling
Increases and Crash Rates Decline (NACTO 2016)

Cities that build more bike lane experience more bicycling and
lower crash rates, an effect called “safety in numbers.”

The World Health Organization’s Health Economic Assessment Tool for Cycling and Walking calculates
the value of active travel.33 A study that applied this model to Victoria estimated that our bikeway
network will prevent 19 premature deaths and reduce 142 thousand tonnes of carbon emissions,
providing $117 million worth of benefits, which significantly exceed the program’s costs.34
Other communities reap large benefits from their bikeways. For example, Davis, California and Eugene,
Oregon starting building bikeway networks in the
Table 3
Davis and Eugene Bicycling Indicators
1970s,35 despite little research on bikeway
Bike Mode Daily VehicleTraffic Deaths
benefits at that time. Now, those cities have
Share
Miles Per Capita
per 100,000
US Average
1%
25.2
10
about ten times more bicycling, a quarter less
Davis
22%
18.8
3
driving, and 70% lower per capita traffic death
Eugene
8.3%
19
3
rates than the U.S. average, as illustrated to the
Cities that invested in bikeways tend to have more biking, less
right. This and other evidence show that bikeways
driving, and lower traffic death rates.
can provide large community benefits.36

Bicycle Facilities Impede Motorists and Cause Traffic Problems
Critics claim that bikeways detour and delay motorists, wasting time and money, and increasing risks
and pollution. For example, a group called Rethink Richardson threatens that the Richardson bikeway
will increase delivery prices, delay emergency services and redirect 3,000 cars per day onto side
streets.37 They call shared roadways “suicide lanes.” This is fearmongering.
Critics assume that the number of vehicle trips that occur is unchangeable, so all car trips reduced on
bikeways shift to other streets. In reality, many trips are likely to shift to active modes, to another
arterial, or destinations.38 Bikeways allow residents to walk, scoot and bicycle rather than drive for
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commutes and local errands. They may sometimes delay and detour car trips, but these impacts are
small overall and offset by the savings and benefits provided by shifts from driving to active modes. For
example, a bikeway might add a minute to two to car pizza deliveries and emergency response times,39
but improves bike deliveries which saves money overall, reduces crash risks and the need for emergency
response, and still provides much faster deliveries and emergency response than in most suburban and
rural areas. Bikeways help reduce chauffeuring trips, such as parents driving adolescents to and from
local destinations, saving drivers’ time, vehicle expenses and traffic impacts. The potential savings are
large: chauffeuring represents about 15% of local peak-period vehicle trips.40 By reducing congestion
and chauffeuring burdens, bikeways benefit motorists as well as walkers and bicyclists.41 Residents of
walkable and bikeable communities have much lower crash rates, are healthier and live longer.42
Bikeways are a form of preventive medicine for traffic problems.
A letter to the Victoria News claimed that Richardson’s bikeway will add five to seven minutes to Oak
Bay to downtown Victoria car trips,43 but that indicates the maximum possible delay for driving the full
length of the road, rather than the more rational decision to shift to a faster route. According to Google
Maps, Oak Bay Avenue is already shorter and faster (4.8 kms, 12 minutes) than Richardson Street (5.1
kms, 13 minutes) for car trips between Oak Bay and downtown Victoria. It is absurd to claim that
Richardson bike lanes will delay numerous trips because it is already the slower route. As a result, actual
delays will be much smaller than critics claim. The evidence is overwhelming: as active travel increases
in a community, total crashes,44 household costs45 and pollution emissions decline.46
Figure 5

Oak Bay to Downtown Victoria Vehicle Travel (Google Maps)
Oak Bay Avenue is
already shorter and
faster (4.8 kms, 12
minutes) for than
Richardson St. (5.1
kms, 13 minutes)
from Oak Bay to
downtown Victoria. It
is absurd to claim
that Richardson’s
bikeway will
significantly increase
travel delay, crash
risks and pollution; it
may for some car
trips but these are
offset by shifts to
active travel.
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Bikeways Use an Excessive Portion of Road Space
Critics complain that bikeways use an excessive portion of road space. They are wrong. Only about 12%
of Victoria streets have bikeways and they are narrow. Bikeways use about 3% of road space, compared
with 35% devoted to vehicle parking and 38% devoted to arterial traffic lanes that serve higher-speed
vehicle traffic and are unsuitable for most bicycling. For every square meter of street devoted to
bikeways there are about 12 square meters of street devoted to car parking and another 12 square
meters devoted to arterial traffic lanes. The share of road space devoted to bikeway is less than half of
bicyclists’ current share of trips and less than a quarter of bicycling mode share targets.
Figure 6

Bikeways Compared with Street Space47
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Victoria’s 32 kilometers of
planned bikeways represent
just 12% of the city’s 258
kilometers of streets, and
less than 3% of total lanekilometers. For every square
meter of bikeway there are
about 12 square meters
devoted to parking lanes and
12 square meters devoted to
arterial traffic lanes that
serve automobile travel.

Because of their greater size, speed and risk, automobiles require far more space for roads and parking
than other modes, as illustrated below. Including shy distance (extra space required when passing other
objects) a typical pedestrian needs about 2 square meters, a bicyclist about 10 square meters, and a car
100 to 300 square meters. 10-30 bikes can park in the space required for one off-street parking space.
As a result, shifts from driving to bicycling reduce traffic congestion and parking problems.
Figure 7

Road Space Requirements per Traveller
Walking, bicycling and
public transit require
far less road space
than automobile
travel. As a result,
traffic congestion and
roadway costs decline
when travellers shift
from driving to other
modes.
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Bike Programs Receive an Excessive Portion of Transportation Funds
Victoria’s bike network will cost about $32 million over ten years, which averages about $35 annually
per capita or about $70 per user.48 This is small compared with automobile infrastructure costs. Victoria
spends about $300 annually per capita or about $500 per motor vehicle on roadways and traffic
services.49 The province spends about $400 annually per capita or $540 per vehicle on roadways.50 Local
governments require businesses to spend about $2,000 annually per capita or about $3,000 per vehicle
on off-street parking.51 Our bikeway expenditure represents about 3% of what is spent on roads for each
car. Although motorist pay, on average, about $400 in annual provincial fuel taxes,52 local roads are
funded by general taxes, and businesses bear most parking costs. An average household pays hundreds
of dollars in annual property taxes to finance roadway and traffic services, “free” parking increases
housing costs by $200 per month,53 and add about $2 to a restaurant meal bill.54
Of course, pedestrians and bicyclists also use public roads and traffic services, but their costs tend to be
small due to their smaller size, light weight and lower annual kilometers. As a result, people who rely on
active modes tend to subsidize motorists’ facility costs, and Victoria residents subsidize non-resident
motorists who use our roads and parking facilities. The table below compares these costs.
Estimated Annual Costs Per Capita and User55

Figure 8
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Because they are small and light, active modes have much lower facility costs than motorists. As a result,
people who rely on bicycles tend to subsidize motorists’ facility costs, and Victoria residents subsidize nonresident motorists who use our roads and parking facilities.

What is a fair portion of transportation funding for bikeways? In 2017 in Victoria, 7% of total trips and
11% of peak period trips were made by bicycle, and an estimated 25% of residents bicycle at least
occasionally. The city has targets to double these shares in the future.56 Figure 9 compares bikeway
spending with these indicators of bike use. Bikeway spending represents less than 2% of total road and
government-mandated parking costs, 7% of total local and provincial roadway spending per capita, and
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14% of Victoria’s roadway spending, which is less than the portion of residents who at least occasionally
bicycle, and far lower than bike share targets. In contrast, more than 90% of roadway spending is
devoted to automobiles although they have just 63% mode share and our goal is to reduce this by about
half. A typical bicyclist pays about $300 annually in local taxes that finance roads but imposes less than
$100 in roadway costs, and so overpays about $200 annually, while a non-resident who frequently
drives through Victoria underpays their roadway costs by about $300.
Figure 9

Bikeways Costs Compared with Mode Shares (2017 CRD)
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Victoria’s bikeways represent less than 2% of total road and parking facility spending, 7% of regional roadway
spending, and 12% of Victoria’s roadway spending. These are smaller than the portion of residents who ride
bikes and mode share targets. In contrast, more than 90% of roads and parking facility costs are to
accommodate automobile travel, although autos have just 63% current mode share.

Out of town motorists might assume that these subsidies are reciprocated – that for every dollar
Victoria residents spend subsidizing out-of-town motorists, Victoria motorists impose a dollar of costs
on other communities – but that is untrue. Far more suburban motorists drive to Victoria than the other
direction. For example, during a typical workday morning, 21,680 motorists drive into Victoria, almost
twice the 11,340 Victoria motorists that drive to other destinations, including 4,240 Langford residents
who travel to Victoria compared with just 390 Victorian who travel to Langford, and 3,890 Oak Bay
residents who travel to Victoria compared with 2,050 Victoria residents travelling to Oak Bay.57 Since
Victoria is a dense city with high land values, vehicle trips impose much higher infrastructure,
congestion, crash risk and pollution costs in Victoria than suburban communities.
This indicates that overall bicyclists receive less than their fair share of road space and funding, bicyclists
subsidize motorists, and Victoria residents subsidize out-of-town drivers. Motorists have good reasons
to support bikeway investments that reduce their traffic problems and chauffeuring burdens.
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Bikeways Harm our Local Economy
Critics sometimes argue that bikeways threaten local businesses, describing examples of them discouraging
visits by suburban shoppers, but these are offset by their much larger economic benefits. Bikeways that
increase bicycling and reduce car traffic support our local economy by reducing traffic and parking problems,
making our city more attractive and livable, and reducing vehicle expenses which leaves residents with more
money to spend on locally-produced goods.
Although bikeways may discourage a few out-of-town shoppers, they tend to attract more customers
overall, including people who shop by bike, tourists and additional residents who appreciate low-traffic
environments.58 A typical out-of-town shopper spends $50-100 per trip, while a typical urban household
spends $25,000-50,000 annually on local goods and services (rent, food, drinks, household goods, etc.).
To be economically harmful, a bikeway would have to reduce 500 out-of-town shopping trips for every
additional household attracted by the city’s increased livability. According to surveys,59 a growing
portion of households want to live in walkable and bicycle communities, and many downtown
customers arrive by bicycle, indicating that bikeways attract far more customers than they deter.60
A typical household that lives in a walkable, bikeable neighborhood saves thousands of dollars in annual
vehicle expenses, as illustrated below. Because our region produces no motor vehicles or fuel, our local
economy benefits when households spend less on vehicles and more on food, housing, entertainment
and other locally produced goods.
Figure 10

Average Annual Transportation Costs (2020 CRD)
This map from the CRD’s
“Housing and Transportation
Cost Estimate Study” shows the
much lower transportation costs
for households located in the
region’s core neighborhoods
where residents own fewer cars,
drive less and rely more on
walking, bicycling and public
transit.
These vehicle and fuel savings
leave households with more
money to spend on locally
produced goods, which
increases local economic activity
and employment.
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Example: Bikeways versus Highway Investments
Current transportation planning practices favor automobiles over active travel improvements. For
example, compare Victoria’s $32 million bikeway network with the $120 million being spent to expand
Highway 14 between Victoria and Sooke.61 During a typical AM peak there are 9,570 Victoria bicycle
trips but only 5,020 Sooke district auto trips. Our bikeways cost $3,344 per bicycle trip, about oneseventh the $23,900 expenditure per Highway 14 auto trip. Bikeways also help achieve strategic
planning goals such as affordability, social equity, health, parking cost savings and environmental
protection, while Highway 14 expansion contradicts those goals by increasing automobile traffic and
sprawl. The bikeway program had significant public consultation and was widely criticized, while the
Highway 14 project received little public review or debate.
Similarly, Victoria mandates that businesses provide off-street parking. Considering land, construction
and operating costs, typical urban parking spaces have $500 to $1,500 annual costs, and more for
structured or underground parking. Although 20% of Victoria households are car-free, and the City has
goals to reduce automobile traffic, in most areas the city requires 1.0 to 1.55 parking spaces per
dwelling unit (including secondary suites), and one space per 20 to 37.5 square meters of store space,
and despite efforts to discourage impaired driving, restaurants and drinking establishments must
provide abundant car parking.62 The City also mandates bicycle parking, but these are much less
expensive than automobile parking (10-30 bikes can park in the space required for one car), so nondrivers subsidize motorists’ parking costs. Yet, these costs are never reported and seldom considered in
policy discussions: they are a huge but hidden and unfair subsidy to automobiles.
These are just two of many examples of how current planning practices favor motor vehicle travel to the
detriment of non-motorized modes.63 This is inefficient and unfair. It reduces affordable, resourceefficient travel, increases traffic problems, and harms people who cannot or prefer not to drive
everywhere. These policies are particularly inappropriate in city neighborhoods where walking and
bicycling are efficient alternatives to driving for many trips, and vehicle traffic imposes significant harm.

Conclusions
Victoria is building an All Ages and Abilities bike network to help achieve ambitious targets and goals.
Although most residents seem to support this plan there are vocal critics, including out-of-town
motorists who complain that bikeways impede their ability to drive through our city. Critics argue that
bikeways are unnecessary, wasteful, and unfair. These claims are inaccurate or greatly exaggerated.
A significant and growing portion of Victoria residents bicycle. In 2017, 7% of total trips were by bike,
with higher rates under congested conditions. Victoria has more adult bicycles than cars, more than a
quarter of residents bicycle at least occasionally, and more would do so if riding conditions improved.
Experience in Victoria and elsewhere demonstrates that bikeways significantly increase bicycle travel,
and their costs are usually repaid many times over through vehicle and infrastructure cost savings,
health and equity gains, improved environmental quality, and economic benefits.
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Most bikeway criticisms reflect a windshield world view, that is, they only consider effects on motorists.
Critics ignore the high costs that vehicle traffic imposes on urban neighborhoods and the large benefits
provided by shifts to active modes. Motorists say things like, “I just want to drive through Victoria like I
used to,” “I drive a low-polluting vehicle,” or “I’m a better than average driver,”64 assuming that their
impacts are modest and reasonable, but even a perfect driver operating an electric car imposes
significant costs and risks when driven on city streets. Because of their large size, speed and risk, cars
impose more than ten times the infrastructure, crash and environmental costs as bicyclists travelling to
the same destinations. These impacts are particularly large in compact cities like Victoria.
Critics are fearmongering: they greatly exaggerate bikeway costs and ignore many benefits. Bikeways
may slow some car trips, although far less than critics claim, but by improving active travel conditions
they increase walking and bicycling trips, and reduce traffic problems, benefiting everybody, including
motorists. For example, vehicle travel reductions reduce traffic and parking congestion, and bikeways
reduce the need to chauffeur non-drivers, saving motorists’ time and money. Extensive research
indicates that residents in walkable and bikeable neighborhoods are safer, healthier and happier, and
spend less on transportation. An honest appraisal considers all of these impacts, particularly benefits to
vulnerable groups who gain a lot from active travel improvements.
Critics are wrong to claim that Victoria’s bikeway investments are excessive and unfair. Bikeways use
about 3% of road space, compared with 35% devoted to vehicle parking and 38% devoted to arterial
traffic lanes that serve higher-speed vehicle traffic and are unsuitable for most bicycling. Less than 7% of
Victoria’s current roadway spending and less than 2% of total road and parking facility spending is
devoted to bicycle facilities. This is far less than the portion of residents who currently bicycle or our
mode share targets. In contrast, more than 90% of Victoria’s road space and transportation spending is
devoted to automobile-oriented facilities although they have only 63% mode share. Overall, bicyclists
subsidize motorists and Victoria residents subsidize out-of-town car trips. That is unfair.
It is particularly rude for motorists living in low-traffic suburban areas to complain when Victoria tames
traffic on our neighborhood streets in order to improve our livability. We welcome visitors, but please
come by bicycle or public transit whenever possible, and if you must drive, respect our traffic rules.
To be efficient and equitable, transportation planning should favor affordable, healthy and resourceefficient modes, such as active and public transport, over expensive, dangerous and resource-intensive
modes such as private automobile travel. Our current transport system fails to do this, which increases
costs to users and communities. We can do better.
Let me offer critics sympathy and advice. Yes, change is difficult. Motorists are understandably
frustrated by new street designs that favor slower modes; it may feel as if the rules of a race have
changed to favor slower competitors. But bikeways benefit most people overall, including motorists who
gain from less congestion and reduced chauffeuring burdens. My advice: give bikeways a chance.
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